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Please Note:

Get to know the Zoom Webinar interface

• All attendees are muted
• Today’s session will be recorded and 

posted on our event page: 
https://bit.ly/SpeakerSeries2021

Brought to you
in part by

U.S. Department of 
Education’s
Institute of 

Education Sciences
Grant number 
R305A170021

(PI: Bruns)
and

the Northwest 
Mental Health 

Technology Transfer 
Center Network

A few reminders about today’s session…

• We have made every attempt to make today’s presentation secure. If we need to end the presentation 
unexpectedly, we will follow-up using your registration information.

• All attendees are muted and videos are turned off.

• Have a question for the presenter? Use the Q&A feature. 

• Have a comment or resource for all attendees? Use the Chat feature. 

• We will leave a few minutes at the end to make sure you have all the links and resources you need and to 
allow time for an evaluation. 

• Certificates of attendance and Washington in-service forms will be provided after you complete the evaluation. 

Please Note: 

The recording and slide deck will be posted on our 

event page as soon as possible.
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Land Acknowledgement

The University of Washington SMART Center 
acknowledges that we learn, live, and work on the 
ancestral lands of the Coast Salish people who walked 
here before us, and those who still walk here. We are 
grateful to respectfully live and work on these lands 
with the Coast Salish and Native people who call this 
home.

1. Access & 
Utilization

of Services

2. Enhancing 
Service 
Quality

Mission: To promote high-quality, culturally-responsive programming to meet 
the full range of social, emotional, and behavioral (SEB) needs of all students 
through research, training, technical assistance, and support to policy-making.
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https://depts.washington.edu/uwsmart/

Get in touch!
uwsmart@uw.edu

Aaron R. Lyon, Ph.D.
lyona@uw.edu

@Aaron_Lyon @SMARTCtr

Northwest MHTTC School Mental Health Team 

Megan Lucy, BA Eric Bruns, PhDKelcey Schmitz, MSEd

Follow us on social media!

@NorthwestMHTTC Northwest MHTTC

nwsmh@uw.edubit.ly/NWSMH 

bit.ly/NWSMHsignup

Nathaly Florez, BA

Provide direct training and TA on the 
implementation of mental health services 
in schools

Build infrastructure and create learning 
communities

Support educational leaders to promote 
mental health for ALL

Our goals: 

Session Evaluation 

• Required by our funder (SAMHSA)

• Used to inform, refine, & enhance future 
events/activities 

• Helps communicate the need for this type of 
support 

• Voluntary and anonymous 

• Very important! We will end a few minutes early and 
ask that you please take a few moments to 
complete. 
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DEVELOPING AN INSTRUCTIONAL 

ALTERNATIVE TO EXCLUSIONARY 

DISCIPLINE PRACTICES

Rhonda Nese, PhD

University of Oregon

University of Washington
SMART Center 2021 Virtual Speaker Series

December 3rd, 2020

 Sean Austin
 Patti Chamberlain
 Brigid Flannery
 Dave Furjanic
 Jillian Hamilton
 Rob Horner
 Sara Izzard
 Jessie Jansen
 Laurel King
 Saki Malose
 Irin Mannan

 Charles Martinez
 Kent McIntosh
 Joe Nese
 Maria Reina Santiago-Rosario
 Nadia Sampson
 Jeff Sprague
 Danielle Triplett
 Our School Partners
 Our District Partners
 Institute of Education Sciences
 Fairway Fund

A BIG THANK YOU to my Team and our Partners

The research reported here was supported by the Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, through 
Grant R305A180006 to University of Oregon. The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not represent 

views of the Institute or the U.S. Department of Education.
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Agenda

 Introductions

 Exclusion: Definition & Impact

 ISLA Model: Systems, Practices, & Research

 Stakeholder Feedback & Iterative Changes 

 Q/A in Chat Box or Unmute & Ask

Brief timeout in the 
classroom

Sitting in the hall

Office discipline referral

ISS Expulsion

Exclusionary Practices:
Removing students from typical instruction (or 
social environment) for a period of time in 
response to unwanted social behavior. 

Detention

Reflection rooms

Cross-class timeouts

OSS

Severity of the EP is related to severity of 
long-term outcomes: 
• OSS is more strongly related more to negative 

outcomes than ISS (Noltemeyer et al., 2015)
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What Do We Know?

 Students miss:
 Academic instructional time

 Social skill building time

 Being a part of a larger learning community

 Harsh & disproportionate discipline in schools for 
non-threatening behaviors linked to:

 School failure

 Drop-out

 Substance use

 Incarceration

What Do We Know?

 A SINGLE OSS in 9th grade is associated with a:
 50% increase in dropping out 

 19% decrease in enrollment in postsecondary education (Balfanz et al., 
2015)

 Controlling for other risk factors (antisocial behavior, deviant peer 
group), receipt of an OSS is a significant predictor of future antisocial 
behavior (Lee et al., 2011). 

What Do We Know?

 These effects are not seen only for students receiving the exclusion
 Schools with high rates of OSS have lower school-wide achievement and 

lower perceptions of school safety by the student body as a whole 
(American Psychological Association, 2008). 

 Most often used for non-threatening problem behaviors 

 One study found that 34% of OSS were issued for non-violent behaviors, 
such as disruption or willful defiance (Losen et al., 2014). 
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What Do We Know?

 Most frequently used with:
 Students of color

 7% of White students were suspended, but 11% of Hispanic/Latino 
students, 12% of American Indian students, and 23% of Black 
students were suspended (Losen et al., 2015). 

 Students with disabilities
 18% of students with disabilities were suspended. 

 One in 5 districts in the country suspended over 50% of its Black 
male students with disabilities (Losen et al., 2015). 

 Students in poverty and struggling academically
 Race remains a significant predictor, even when controlling for 

poverty (Anyon et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2011). 

 Bias in disciplinary decision persists, particularly for more 
subjective behaviors (Skiba et al., 2002; Smolkowski et al., 2015).

What Do We Know?

 OSS/EP = ineffective for changing student behaviors
 If it’s reinforcing, it will lead to MORE inappropriate 

behaviors (coercive cycle with academics)

 Can be reinforcing for school personnel as well

 1 in 3 students have been suspended at one point in their 
K-12 schooling (Schollenberger, 2015). 
 If suspensions served a deterrent effect on future behavior, 

perhaps their use at these high rates could be justified. 

 Among students that were suspended in August, 
September, or October, 72% received further discipline 
later in the year, indicating there was little evidence of a 
deterrent effect for suspensions (Massar et al., 2015).

ODR, Suspension, Detention 
not a “treatment intervention”

 Never rely on ODR, Suspension, or Detention to change 
behaviors. 

 For substantive behavior change incorporate: 

 (1) instruction on appropriate behaviors, 

 (2) on-going acknowledgement of appropriate behaviors

 (3) instructional responses to unwanted behaviors, focused 
on teaching and reconnecting

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T 
PUNISH SKILLS INTO A 

KID
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I’ve come to the frightening conclusion that I am the 

decisive element in the classroom.

It’s my personal approach that creates the climate.

It’s my daily mood that makes the weather.

As a teacher, I possess a tremendous power to make a 

child’s life miserable or joyous.

I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration.

I can humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.

In all situations, it is my response that decides whether a 

crisis will be escalated or de-escalated

and a child humanized or dehumanized.

Haim Ginott

SYSTEMS

Support for Staff Behavior

Support for

Student 

Behavior

OUTCOMES

School-wide PBIS

Decision

Making

Social Competence, Academic Achievement, Improved Student Behavior & Safety

Horner, Sugai, Todd, & Lewis-Palmer (2005) 

Classroom 
Component

Restorative and 
Instructional 
Component

Team 
Component

• Strong classroom management and 
routines: effective responses to behavior

• Focus on building relationships
• SW break systems
• Instructional time is held sacred SW
• Engage in reconnection conversations

• Triage process
• Empathy and listening
• Skill building and behavior instruction
• Help students own their piece
• Reconnection conversations
• All settings (classroom, office, tier 3)

• Data used for decision making
• Fidelity of implementation
• Action plan guides efforts
• Team --> staff --> team process

ISLA Model
Inclusive Skill-building Learning Approach

Systems

Practices

Data
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WOW! Building Relationships

Welcome students at the 
door 

Own your environment: 
establish and teach routines

Wrap up class with 
intention
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#1: Welcome Students at the Door

What it might look like:

•Sets a positive tone 

•Promotes sense of belonging

•Builds trust

•No cost, no prep!

NOT JUST TOUCHY FEELY, THIS IS SCIENCE

Cook et al., 2018

#1: Welcome Students at the Door: Distance Learning

 Greeting each student when they enter the video call

 Playing soft background music 

 Rotating set of slides with important class announcements/celebrating 

student work/ a joke or meme/ a ‘Do Now’ task

 Going live on Facebook or Instagram every day at a set time for answering 

student queries/ having an informal interaction

 Asking each student to unmute and say hi
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#2: Own Your Classroom:
Teach it, Model it, Acknowledge it

Teach It

 Effective teachers explicitly teach and then model their expectations 
and routines

My expectation or routine for How and when I teach it

Using cell phones in class

Entering class late

Turning in assignments

Wearing hats

Sharpening pencils

Eating or drinking in class

Bathroom breaks

Working in small groups

Zoom or Google Classroom
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#3: Wrap Up Class with Intention

 Transitions are predictable times for unwanted behaviors

 Ending class with a routine is a proactive approach 

 Potential Benefits:

✓Builds relationships 

✓ Creates community in class 

✓Develops predictable routine

✓ Teacher can use to assess learning

✓Allows equity of voices

#3: Wrap Up Class with Intention

 What it might look like:
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Exit Ticket Examples

#3: Wrap Up Class with Intention: Distance Learning

 Digital exit tickets:

 Poll Everywhere

 Google forms

 Socrative.com

 Zoom chat box

 Closing circle

 End of class acknowledgements

 Meditation or yoga
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What is an EFFECTIVE RESPONSE to 
unwanted behavior?

 Calm and respectful

 Discreet

 Consider WHY the kid is doing this

 Focus on building skills 

 Response matches level of severity

Effective Responses Examples: In-Class

 Re-teach of appropriate behavior

 Request change in behavior

 Invitation to self-correct

 Partnering students with a peer who is on-task

 Modify assignment

 Teacher proximity or visual prompt

 Mini-conference with student

Effective Responses Examples: Distance Learning

 Set kids up for success:
 Mute everyone during your instruction

 Disable the chat box to prevent side conversations

 Disable background pictures to prevent inappropriate content

 Be mindful when putting students in breakout rooms

 Mini-conference in a breakout room, do not call students out 
in front of everyone

 Do not exclude students from distance learning
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Student 
Behavior

Possible 
Antecedent

Effective 
Response(s)

Student refused 
to take off his 
hood.

Student was side 
talking when 
teacher was 
talking.

Discussing 
organisms in 
class; student 
said a word that 
is very similar. 

Student 
Behavior

Possible 
Motivation

Effective 
Response(s)

Student refused 
to take off his 
hood.

Student was cold. It’s ok to wear the 
hoodie if the teacher 
can see his face.

Student was side 
talking when 
teacher was 
talking.

Student needed 
materials and was 
asking a classmate to 
borrow something.

Teach the students 
that if you need 
materials just raise 
your hand.

Discussing 
organisms in 
class; student 
said a word that 
is very similar. 

Student wants to be 
funny and get peer 
attention.

Ignore it, if 
attention is what the 
students wants then 
give it for doing the 
right thing.
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Big Deal-O-Meter

Cursing

Weapons

Minor 

Fighting
Jumping a Student

Engage All Staff in Conversations 
About Behavior & Discipline

Why have a School-Wide Break System?

 To be preventative: take a break before things escalate and then reconnect

 To teach the important skill of de-escalation

 To provide an opportunity for students and teachers to recalibrate

 To identify students early who might need more supports

 To reserve ISLA Supports (in the office) for students who need skill building before 
returning to class
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In-Class Break

 STUDENT-selected (e.g. needs a 
moment to decompress)

 Designated space within the 
classroom (e.g. beanbag chair)

 5-15 minutes max

 Expectations for how to use the in-
class break are pre-taught to all 
students

 Determine if a check-in with the 
student is needed

Out of Class Break

TEACHER-selected 
Closest location that may be the least 

distracting
Designated space within the classroom (e.g. 

extra desk)
 5-15 minutes max
 Student comes with work
 System is pre-taught to all students
 If you need to use the SW break system 3x in 1 

week, a request for support needs to be put in 
with your Behavior Team
Determine an appropriate time to reconnect 

with the student
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ISLA Process Goals

 Strengthen preventative systems (school-wide & 
classroom)

 Reduce the amount of missed instructional time

 Improve behavior supports for students

 Support skill development (students & staff)

 Improve student-teacher relationships

 Reduce the use of exclusionary discipline practices

67

ISLA Process

 Provide in-school instructional supports (in lieu of 
exclusion) that include:

Student debrief

Skills coaching on appropriate behaviors

Reentry plan w/ rehearsal

Transition supports w/ a reconnection 
conversation
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Step 1: Debrief

1. Tell me what happened. Start from the beginning. What 
was going on in class?

2. What did you do? What did others do?

3. What did you want or need in that situation?

4. How did that work for you? How do you think it worked 
for the other people in class?

5. If that’s what you needed, what’s another way we can 
get what you need in this class?

6. What could the teacher do to help you in these 
situations?

Step 2: Behavioral Skills Coaching

Skills Coaching Process

1. Identify the appropriate skill

2. Teach and model

3. Practice with guided support

4. Performance feedback

5. Communication with staff members

Step 3: Reconnection Conversation

 Two Forms

In person

In card form to teacher’s mailbox or to 
teacher

 Double dose of a positive interaction
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When Students Return to You

 Allow the student to engage in the reconnection conversation with you. 

 If they do this, allow them back into the classroom without punishment, 
retribution, or a grudge. 

 Allow the student to rejoin the class activity without a further 
conversation about it; trust that the point has been driven home.
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Reconnection Conversation:
Teacher Responses

 Thank you, (name)!

 I appreciate your 
apology.

 Sounds great! Let’s get 
back to work.

 Tomorrow is a fresh 
start.

 Your honesty means a 
lot.

 Glad to have you join us.

 Welcome back. We are 
working on ______.

 Thanks for letting me 
know that. I will do my 
part to support you.

ISLA Pilot Study
Nese et al. (2020)

 1 Year pilot in 2 MS with high levels of exclusion

 Training for Teachers:
 PBIS in the classroom

 System for responding to behaviors

 When/why/how to send a student out

 Training for Paras:
 Triage process for students sent to the office

 Behavioral and academic supports for students

 Reconnection process for getting students back to class

 Training for Admin:
 Clarifying triage process

 How to handle major ODRs

 How to process OSS when returning to school

Preliminary Data to Support ISLA
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ISLA Grant

Year 1: Formative 
Development & 
Usability

Year 2: Feasibility & 
Fidelity Study

Year 3: Pilot Study

• Design Team

• 2 middle schools

• Model, systems, materials 

and measures tried out by 

some staff members

• Design Team

• Same 2 middle schools

• 2 additional middle schools

• ISLA rolled out school-wide

• UO Research Team 

works with 4 new 

middle schools for 

pilot study

Year 1: Sample

 2 middle schools in the PNW (6th – 8th)

 Monthly meetings with ISLA team

 Research staff provided coaching and technical assistance

 Bi-monthly meetings with Design Team

 Student Focus Groups:
 Representative sample of students  

 School A: 12 students 

 School B: 11 students

Staff Survey (PIRS): 53 respondents
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Teacher

SPED Teacher Related Arts 
Teacher

Administrator Licensed 
Support Staff 

(SPSY, 
counselor, 

coach)
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Support Staff

Please select your role in your school:
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Q1: ISLA is an acceptable intervention for 
middle schools.
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Strongly 
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Disagree Strongly 
Disagree

N/A

Q3: ISLA is effective in meeting the goal of 
reducing exclusionary discipline practices.

What we learned from staff?

 “ISLA appears to take students' voices into account and help them be 
heard by school staff. This then allows for staff and students to 
communicate and understand each other. The least beneficial part is 
the possibility that students will believe that these conversations, etc. 
are not genuine and are just part of the process.”

 “I think our taking part in the ISLA model has made our student's 
performance change because even though we have always worked 
through issues verbally with the student, we are now asking them to 
reconnect with the teacher and take responsibility for their actions 
with the staff member.”
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“I feel like there are some kids that get called out more than 
others, like I can see two kids doing the exact same thing and 

because one doesn’t have as great a reputation then they 
get instantly called out on, even if they weren’t doing 

anything.”

“Some teachers send them down (to the front office) for the rest of the 
class period – and I feel like when they do that it just makes it hard for 

the student because of the work that they missed… homework. 
Sending them out then bringing them back right away makes it 10 x’s 

better.”

“I feel that when a class is welcoming it is easier to focus and not as 

stressful unlike a class that isn’t welcoming. A way that a class can be 

welcoming is when a teacher greets you every day and supports you 

and helps everyone out. It truly makes a difference.”

“When teachers admit they make mistakes that 

just calms you… you are not alone.”

“Mr.-- has this thing where every Monday he’ll let people talk about 
what they did over the weekend. We’ll just spend the first 15 

minutes of everyone talking about what they did over the weekend.” 

What we learned from students?

Iterative changes based on Year I feedback

 Added materials and PD on universal relationship building strategies

 Added materials and PD on adult coaching and improving staff 
practices

 Modified the ISLA Debrief

 Modified the Reconnect Card

 Changed Year 3 pilot from SCD to an underpowered RCT

ISLA Professional Development: Year II

 Team PD
 Identifyed pieces of Tier I as foundation to build ISLA supports and practices on

 Classroom prevention, data-based decision making, ISLA process, systems and 
procedures for handling unwanted behavior

 Staff PD
 Initial ISLA overview

 Classroom prevention, staff role in ISLA process

 Monthly updates and ongoing communication
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ISLA Coaching: Year II

 Team meetings
 Embedded work into SWPBIS 

 Meetings occurred 2x/month 

 Focus of meetings: 

 ISLA implementation checklist

 Action planning and problem solving

 Data-based decision making

 Ongoing staff communication and development 

ISLA Data Collection: Year II

 Data collected throughout the year
 ISLA spreadsheet (fidelity and minutes of lost instruction)

 PIRS for all staff

 8th grade focus groups

 SWIS data (ODR/ISS/OSS)

 Baseline data collected across all 8 pilot schools

ISLA Data Collection: Year II
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What’s Happening Now?

Year 3: Pilot Study: **Changes made due to COVID**

 Underpowered RCT (data collection & timeline modified)

 Intervention Plan: Similar to Year 2

 4 Treatment/4 Control

 Treatment schools will receive:

 Team PD

 Staff PD

 Team Meetings

 Revised ISLA curriculum

 Control schools will receive ISLA in 2021/22

Thank You!!
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